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Reent satellite observations demonstrate that the phase of maximum ux of the 67 minspin modulation of the white dwarf in the atalysmi variable EX Hya is drifting awayfrom the optial quadrati ephemeris of Hellier & Sproats (1992, hereafter HS92). Relativeto that ephemeris, the peak of the spin-phase extreme ultraviolet (EUV) ux modulationmeasured with the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE ) was �67 = 0:040�0:002 in 1994May (Mauhe 1999) and �67 = 0:115� 0:001 in 2000 May (Belle et al. 2002). Similarly,the peak of the spin-phase X-ray ux modulation measured with the Chandra X-rayObservatory was �67 � 0:1 in 2000 May (Hoogerwerf, Brikhouse, & Mauhe 2004) and�67 � 0:2 in 2007 May (Luna, Brikhouse, & Mauhe 2008). Beause the disrepanybetween the observed O and alulated C phases of the spin-phase ux modulation ofEX Hya is now approahing a signi�ant fration of a spin yle, we have undertaken thetask of updating the ephemeris.Toward that end, we have have ombined the optial data of Vogt, Krzeminski, &Sterken (1980, hereafter VKS80), Gilliland (1982), Sterken et al. (1983), Hill & Watson(1984), Jablonski & Busko (1985), Bond & Freeth (1988), HS92, Walker & Allen (2000),and Belle et al. (2005) with the optial, EUV, and X-ray data listed in Table 1. The �rst setof optial data in Table 1 was obtained by CS at the European Southern Observatory, LaSilla, Chile using the Danish 1.5-m telesope and the DFOSC CCD amera. Di�erentialV -band magnitudes were obtained by aperture photometry extrated from at-�eldedand bias-orreted CCD frames. The seond set of optial data in Table 1 was obtainedby Beuermann & Reinsh (2008, hereafter BR08) and is inluded here to lear up anambiguity in the units of the timings in their Table 3, whih are labeled as HJD, desribedas BJD, and treated as BJD(TT), whereas they are in fat BJD(UT); this hange a�etsall the O � C values in their table. Other than the EXOSAT , Ginga, and BR08 data,whih have been taken from the given referenes, all other times of spin maximum inthe table have been derived by us from the various datasets. In the proesses, we haveorreted an error in the (spin and orbit) phases of the ASCA data published by Ishida,
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Mukai, & Osborne (1994) and the RXTE data published by Mukai et al. (1998). Wenote that our result for the seond EUVE observation agrees within the errors with theresult derived independently by Belle et al. (2002). Table 1 lists the observed times of spinmaximum in Baryentri Julian Date, the orresponding yle number E derived from theHS92 quadrati ephemeris, and the O �C residuals in days relative to the VKS80 linearephemeris, the HS92 quadrati ephemeris, and our ubi ephemeris (eqn. 1). Table 1. isavailable eletronially at the IBVS website as 5876-t1.txt.The task of ombining optial, EUV, and X-ray data into a single ephemeris presents anumber of hallenges. First, the published times of optial ux maximum typially do notinlude error estimates. Seond, the times of ux maximum are typially determined indi�erent manners in the optial and higher-energy wavebands. In the optial, the times ofthe ux maxima are typially estimated diretly from the light urves, whereas in the EUVand X-ray wavebands, where the event rates are often fairly low, the events are typiallyphase-folded to produe a mean light urve, from whih the phase o�set relative to theassumed ephemeris is alulated from an analyti (typially, sine) �t to the mean lighturve. From this, the e�etive time of ux maximum is derived, typially referened tothe start or mid-point of the observation. This approah is apable of produing very highsignal-to-noise ratio light urves and hene error values on the �t parameters, partiularlythe times of ux maxima, that are formally very small.Table 2. Spin ephemeris onstants: Tmax = PCnEn.Data Inluded C0�2400000 C1 C2 C3Optial . . . . . . . . . . . 37699.89157 +0:046546478 �6:25� 10�13 � � ��0:00054 �0:000000007 �0:22� 10�13EUV & X-ray . . . . . 37699.88930 +0:046546477 �6:19� 10�13 � � ��0:00165 �0:000000011 �0:17� 10�13All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37699.89300 +0:046546454 �5:85� 10�13 � � ��0:00041 �0:000000003 �0:05� 10�13All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37699.89165 +0:046546484 �7:34� 10�13 +2:16� 10�19�0:00056 �0:000000009 �0:42� 10�13 �0:61� 10�19Given these ompliations, we have taken a multi-step approah to alulate a revisedspin ephemeris for EX Hya. First, we �t the optial data to a quadrati ephemeris withoutweights, produing the ephemeris onstants listed in the �rst entry of Table 2. Thestandard deviation of this �t is 0.00360 days or 0.077 yles (whih, if used as a uniformerror on the data, produes the same �t with a redued �2 = 1). Seond, we �t theEUV and X-ray data to a quadrati ephemeris aounting for the errors listed in Table 1,produing the ephemeris onstants listed in the seond entry of Table 2. The two results,optial on one hand and EUV and X-ray on the other, are onsistent within the errorsand are as well lose to (but di�erent from) the optial quadrati ephemeris onstants ofHS92. Next, we �t the ombined data sets, using 0.00360 days for the error on the optialdata and the errors listed in Table 1 for the errors on the EUV and X-ray data, produingthe ephemeris onstants listed in the third entry of Table 2. The ephemeris onstantsare now signi�antly di�erent from those of the previous �ts, although it is apparent thatthe �t is not ideal (�2 per degree of freedom (dof) = 651:2=431 = 1:51), in part beausethe ephemeris rolls over too rapidly at early times. To remedy this de�ieny, we �t theombined data sets to a ubi ephemeris, produing the ephemeris onstants listed in thefourth entry of Table 2. The �t is now somewhat improved (�2=dof = 638:5=430 = 1:48),the �t parameters are loser to those of the earlier quadrati �ts, the ephemeris is lose to
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that of HS92 through 1991 January (230,000 yles; Fig. 1a), and it reprodues well allof the available EUV and X-ray data (Fig. 1). Finally, by setting a lower limit of 0.02yles or 0.00093 days on the size of the timing errors on the EUV and X-ray data, theredued �2 of the �t is redued to a very reasonable �2=dof = 471:0=430 = 1:10. Basedon these results, we reommend that the following ubi ephemeris be used for reentpast and future timings of the ux maxima of the spin modulation of the white dwarf inEX Hya:
Tmax = 2437699:8917(6)+ 0:046546484(9)E� 7:3(4)� 10�13E2+2:2(6)� 10�19E3: (1)

Figure 1. O � C residuals for the optial (�lled irles) and EUV and X-ray (Xs) spin maxima ofEX Hya relative to (a) the VKS80 linear spin ephemeris, (b) the HS92 quadrati spin ephemeris, and() the ubi spin ephemeris of equation 1. In the top panel, the HS92 quadrati and equation 1 ubispin ephemerides are shown relative to the VKS80 linear spin ephemeris by the dashed and solid urves,respetively.
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